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Abstract Many studies have shown that rhythmic interlimb
coordination involves perception of the coupled limb move-
ments, and different sensory modalities can be used. Using
visual displays to inform the coupled bimanual movement,
novel bimanual coordination patterns can be learned with
practice. A recent study showed that similar learning occurred
without vision when a coach provided manual guidance dur-
ing practice. The information provided via the two different
modalities may be same (amodal) or different (modality spe-
cific). If it is different, then learning with both is a dual task,
and one source of information might be used in preference to
the other in performing the task when both are available. In the
current study, participants learned a novel 90° bimanual coor-
dination pattern without or with visual information in addition
to kinesthesis. In posttest, all participants were tested without
and with visual information in addition to kinesthesis. When
tested with visual information, all participants exhibited per-
formance that was significantly improved by practice. When
tested without visual information, participants who practiced
using only kinesthetic information showed improvement, but
those who practiced with visual information in addition
showed remarkably less improvement. The results indicate
that (1) the information is not amodal, (2) use of a single type
of information was preferred, and (3) the preferred informa-
tion was visual. We also hypothesized that older participants
might be more likely to acquire dual task performance given

their greater experience of the two sensory modes in combina-
tion, but results were replicated with both 20- and 50-year-olds.

Keywords Kinesthesis . Visual perception .Multisensory
processing

In the original studies of rhythmic coordination (Kelso, 1984;
Kelso, Scholz, & Schoner, 1986), a participant rhythmically
moved two joints, each in a separate limb, to perform one of
two coordinative modes: in phase and antiphase coordination
(also described as 0° or 180° relative phase, respectively).
Spontaneous mode switching occurred when participants per-
formed 180° at preferred rates and then gradually increased
the frequency of oscillation. As the frequency increased, the
stability of the 180° coordination decreased until, finally, co-
ordination switched to stable movement at 0°. Subsequently,
this and other associated phenomena were reproduced in
rhythmic coordination performed between people (Schmidt,
Carello, & Turvey, 1990) where each person performed rhyth-
mic joint oscillations while watching the other person’s move-
ments to produce and maintain the coordination. In this case,
the coupling between the movements was strictly visual,
whereas in the original studies it had also been kinesthetic
(Serrien, Li, Steyvers, Debaere, & Swinnen, 2001).

The between-person coordination results inspired percep-
tual judgment studies (Bingham, 2004a, 2004b; Bingham,
Schmidt, & Zaal, 1999; Bingham, Zaal, Shull, & Collins,
2001; Zaal, Bingham, & Schmidt, 2000) in which observers
judged the stability of the coordination when viewing com-
puter displays of two dots oscillating at different relative
phases and frequencies. The results were consistent with the
previousmode switching results—0° coordination was judged
to be the most stable and equally stable at all frequencies,
while 180° was judged to be less stable and increasingly less
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stable as frequency increased until it was judged to be as
unstable as 90° relative phase; 90° coordination was judged
to be maximally unstable and equally so at all frequencies.

Thisvisual judgmentparadigmwas replicated inakinesthet-
ic judgment task (Wilson, Bingham, & Craig, 2003).
Participants used their fingers to track two manipulanda that
exhibited the same movements as in the visual judgment
study and judged the stability of coordinative movement in
the same way. The pattern of results was nearly identical to
those in the visual judgment studies, leading the researchers to
hypothesize that the information used in the two tasks, visual
and kinesthetic, was amodal. Gibson (1950, 1966, 1979) had
advocated that perception might be largely amodal, meaning
that the information detected using different perceptual modal-
ities, like vision and kinesthesis, would be the same (see also
Epstein, 1985, for review). Amodal information would allow
thesynchronousperceptualcontrol andguidanceof limbmove-
ments using both kinesthesis and vision and presumably stabi-
lizemotorcontrol,given the redundantlyavailable information.

However, kinesthesis would seem to be different from vi-
sion in being intrinsically integrated with motor control. On
the one hand, kinesthesis has been shown to function best in
the context of active movement. Studies of kinesthetic sensi-
tivity and ability have shown that active touch (or haptics)
yields significantly more effective kinesthetic performance
(e.g., Clark & Horch, 1986; Goodwin, 1976; McCloskey,
1978, 1980; Paillard & Brouchon, 1968, 1974). On the other
hand, leading models of the generation and control of move-
ments describe kinesthesis as intrinsic to the organization of
the fundamental units of control in limb movements (e.g.,
Feldman, 1966, 1986, 2010; Feldman, Adamovich, Ostry, &
Flanagan, 1990; Hogan, Bizzi, Mussa-Ivaldi, & Flash, 1987;
Latash, 1993, 2012). Indeed, when kinesthesis is removed, the
ability for coordinated and functionally effective limb move-
ments is lost (Cole, 1995; Sainburg, Ghilardi, Poizner, &
Ghez, 1995), although—with sufficient experience, practice,
and training—vision can be substituted for kinesthesis to once
again enable performance of coordinated actions.

Furthermore, kinesthesis as integrated with the control of
muscles, joints, and limbmovements is bound to be related to,
but not identical to, kinesthetic information about
coordination used to generate and maintain such
coordination. Wilson et al. (2003) found that participants were
able to perform a haptic tracking task that enabled them to
produce coordinated movements (that is, 90° relative phase)
that they would otherwise not be able to perform freely (that
is, without tracking the manipulanda or, alternatively, without
significant training and practice). When they were asked to
perceive and judge the coordinations as such, despite the fact
that that they were stably producing the 90° coordination by
tracking the manipulanda, they judged it as maximally unsta-
ble in contrast to 0° which was judged as maximally stable.
So, kinesthetic/haptic control of movement is not the same as

kinesthetic perception of coordinative modes. On the other
hand, kinesthetic perception of coordination can be essential
to the generation, control, and learning of freely coordinated
movements (e.g., Wilson, Snapp-Childs & Bingham, 2010;
Kovacs & Shea, 2011).

Fundamental differences between kinesthetic and visual
control of coordinated limb movements have been suggested
in the context of the mode-switching results that were attrib-
uted in the original studies (Kelso, 1984) to muscle homolo-
gies. This would entail a uniquely different frame of reference
for the kinesthetic coupling as compared to visual coupling of
rhythmic coordination because the spatial frame of reference
for visual coupling would not entail the asymmetry in muscle
homologies. Pairing homologous muscles to perform 0° coor-
dination yields stable performance in contrast to the pairing of
heterologous muscle in performance of 180° coordination.
Nevertheless, studies have shown that the instability of move-
ment in a 180° coordination at higher frequency performed by
a single person using two different limbs can be overcome
when participants were instructed to perceive and control the
movement visually as a 0° coordination (Mechsner, Kerzel,
Knoblich, & Prinz, 2001; Mechsner & Knoblich, 2004). This
implies that kinesthetic perception of a coordination is not
required for its production and performance.

When untrained participants attempt to perform a 90° co-
ordination, they often crash. It is indeed maximally unstable.
However, participants have been shown to be able to learn to
perform stable and coordinated rhythmic movements at 90°
relative phase (Zanone & Kelso, 1992). Normally, significant
training and practice is required before a 90° coordination can
be performed stably. Kovacs, Buchanan, and Shea (2009)
found that this coordinative mode could be performed almost
immediately if participants were moving to draw a circle in a
Lissajous plot. In a Lissajous figure, the position of one mov-
ing limb is plotted against the position of the other moving
limb.When the limbs are moved to produce a 0° coordination,
a line of positive slope is drawn in the plot.When the limbs are
moved to produce a 180° coordination, a line of negative slope
is drawn. A 90° coordination yields a circle. Guiding the co-
ordinated movements visually to produce a circle eliminates
the need for perceptual learning to become sensitive to the
natural form of the movement (that is, the visual information)
normally used to generate the coordination. Kovacs et al. did
find that their participants were dependent on the availability
of the Lissajous plot to be able to perform the coordination,
presumably because they had not acquired sensitivity to the
information otherwise available and normally used.
Consequently, Kovacs and Shea (2011) used a Bfaded^ prac-
tice regime in which the Lissajous plots were only intermit-
tently available to participants to enable them to perform 90°
when the Lissajous plot was no longer available.

Clearly, use of Lissajous plots for visual guidance in per-
formance of rhythmic coordination entails kinesthetic and
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visual information that is modality specific, that is, explicitly
not amodal. Participants who attempt to perform the task
using both sources of information necessarily must perform
a dual task, which is more difficult than simply using the
single and more accessible information provided by the
Lissajous plot. Thus, the result obtained by Kovacs et al.
(2009) is not surprising in respect to the participants having
failed to gain ability to perform the task using the available
kinesthetic information. By implication, participants in
Kovacs and Shea (2011) worked to perform the dual task to
gain the ability to perform the coordination either using the
visual Lissajous information or using the naturally available
kinesthetic information.

The Lissajous paradigm introduces a possible means to
investigate the relation between visual and kinesthetic infor-
mation used in rhythmic coordination, that is, whether the
information in the two modalities is effectively the same (that
is, amodal) or not (that is, modality specific). Wilson and
colleagues have shown that learning to perform 90° coordina-
tion in a unimanual visual coordination task entails perceptual
learning to acquire sensitivity to a new information variable
used to perform the skilled task (Wilson, Collins, & Bingham,
2005a, 2005b; Wilson, Snapp-Childs, & Bingham, 2010;
Wilson, Snapp-Childs, Coats, & Bingham, 2010). If such in-
formation is modality specific (thus, different in vision and
kinesthesis), then one might expect a result similar to that in
the Lissajous studies, that is, a preference to use only the
effective information available in a single modality with a
concurrent failure to acquire use of the information in the other
modality.

Ren et al. (2015) investigated the learning of 90° bimanual
rhythmic coordination using either only kinesthetic informa-
tion or both visual and kinesthetic information. They tested
participants of two different ages, 20-year-olds and
50-year-olds. Participants oscillated joysticks held in the left
and right hands to produce and control the movements of two
corresponding dots on a computer screen. Half of the partici-
pants in each age group trained only using kinesthesis, and the
other half trained using both kinesthesis and vision. During
training, all participants received feedback indicating at each
moment whether they were successfully performing the 90°
task. After multiple sessions of training, all participants were
tested without the feedback in two conditions, namely, with
only kinesthesis and with both kinesthesis and vision. The
participants that had trained using only kinesthesis performed
equally well in both information conditions (that is, with or
without vision in addition). They exhibited performance levels
significantly improved by training. In contrast, participants
that trained with vision in addition to kinesthesis performed
less well when only kinesthesis was available, without vision.
They exhibited improved performance as a function of train-
ing but more so when the visual information they had trained
with was available. The decrement in posttraining

performance without vision was smaller in older 50-year-old
participants. They were less affected by the loss of the visual
information with which they had trained.

If it is the case that performance of rhythmic coordination
using both kinesthetic and visual information about the coor-
dinative mode is effectively a dual task because the informa-
tion is modality specific, then, logically, older participants
should be expected to perform better in this dual-task situation
simply because they have had decades of more experience
performing tasks using both kinesthesis and vision together.
This may well account for the pattern of results in the Ren
et al.’s (2015) study.

If participants in the Ren et al.’s (2015) study preferred to
use a single modality because the information was modality
specific and preferred the visual information when it was
available, then it might be expected that extended training
would yield a complete dependence on the visual information.
On the other hand, if older participants are better able to han-
dle the dual-task nature of the modality-specific visual and
kinesthetic information, then one might expect less depen-
dence on visual information to develop in that case. Given
the intrinsic involvement of kinesthesis in the control of limb
movements, it would be remarkable to find participants unable
to use kinesthetic information in skilled performance of a co-
ordination task, despite the reliable availability of that kines-
thetic information during extended training. To pursue this
question in this study, we doubled the amount of training
and practice used in the Ren et al.’s (2015) study, and again
tested participants that were in their 20s and in their 50s.

Method

Apparatus

A custom-built shelf was set on a table with a 15-in. PC laptop
sitting on top of the shelf and two joysticks hidden underneath
by a tablecloth covering the shelf. A stool was provided to the
participant so that he or she could adjust its height to see the
laptop screen at eye-height level and grasp the joysticks un-
derneath the shelf without seeing them. Two Logitech Force
3D joysticks were connected via USB to the PC laptop, one
joystick opposite the left shoulder of the participant and the
other opposite the right shoulder. The display resolution was
1024 × 768 with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. In the visual condi-
tions, the PC laptop displayed two white dots on a black back-
ground, one dot above the other. The top dot was controlled by
the left joystick and the bottom dot by the right joystick (see
Fig. 1 for illustration). The amplitude of movement of each
dot was 300 pixels, and each dot was 60 pixels in diameter at
the viewing distance of 70 cm (yielding a movement that
spanned ~7.5° visual angle). In the kinesthetic conditions,
only a single unmoving dot appeared in the display.
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Stimulus presentation, data recording, and all data analyses
were handled by a custom MATLAB toolbox written by
Andrew D. Wilson, incorporating the Psychtoolbox (Wilson,
Tresilian, & Schlaghecken, 2011).

Participants

A total of 40 adults were recruited on and off the campus of
the University of Wyoming (UW) through a flyer. Informed
consents were obtained according to the UW institutional re-
view board protocol. Participants were recruited in two age
groups: half were younger adults (10 males and 10 females;
mean age = 22.1 years), and half were older adults (10 males
and 10 females; mean age = 53.6 years). All participants were
naïve to the experimental questions, had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision, had good upper limb functioning (Upper
Extremity Functional Scale score ≥80%), and could not pro-
duce 90° prior to training.

Procedure

Participants in each age group were randomly divided into
two groups of 10 participants each. One group, called
Bvisual+,^ received both visual and kinesthetic information
about relative phase while learning 90°, and the other group,
called Bkinesthetic,^ received only kinesthetic information
about the movements while learning 90°. The visual informa-
tion about the movements was provided by two moving dots
in a display, which mirrored the movements of the two hands.
The kinesthetic information came from the hands moving the
joysticks. Participants in the kinesthetic group saw only a
single static dot displayed on the screen while they moved
joysticks (see Fig. 1 for illustration). The visual+ and kines-
thetic conditions were also tested during assessment sessions.

Participants performed the coordination tasks in three as-
sessment sessions (baseline, posttest, and retention) and five
training sessions, each occurring on a different day, following
the timeline: baseline → 5 days of training → posttest →
retention.

Assessment sessions

The visual+ and kinesthetic groups were tested in the same
ways during assessment sessions. They were asked to produce
bimanual coordination in 90° relative phase. First, an
8-second-long demonstration of the 90° relative phase was
provided to the participants either in a visual or kinesthetic
format. Then, participants were given a practice trial (data
not recorded) in which they grasped and moved joysticks
attempting to reproduce the pattern of the movement they
had just experienced. In the visual demonstration, participants
viewed a display of two dots moving at 90° relative phase at
the frequency of 0.75 Hz. In the kinesthetic demonstration,
participants closed their eyes and experienced a coach moving
their hands to produce 90° relative phase at the frequency of
≈0.75 Hz (the coach has been trained previously using the
same visual demonstration). During the practice trial, partici-
pants were provided with feedback indicating the accuracy of
their movement performance. When bimanual coordination
was performedwith vision, themoving dots turned fromwhite
to green when the relative phase being produced was within a
bandwidth ±20° of the target relative phase. When bimanual
coordination was performed with only kinesthesis, a static dot
on the screen turned from white to green when the relative
phase being produced was within a bandwidth ±20° of the
target-relative phase. After the demonstration and the practice
trial, participants were tested in producing the 90° relative
phase for five trials without any feedback; that is, the dot(s)
simply remained white in both moving and static conditions.
Each trial lasted 20 seconds.

To investigate whether the visual and kinesthetic informa-
tion were different (that is, modality specific), we had to iso-
late the coordination information available in the respective
modalities. This information was available during both train-
ing and posttraining tests. Previous research (Wilson et al.,
2010) had shown the necessity of providing feedback infor-
mation during training to isolate the information. The feed-
back was provided in the form of a discrete binary (hot/cold)
visual signal that was, of necessity, exactly the same in both

Fig. 1 Illustration of experimental apparatus. In the visual condition, two
moving dots were seen. In the kinesthetic condition, one static dot was
seen. In both cases, the dot(s) will change color (white to green) when the
required coordination pattern is produced accurately. Note that the

joysticks were covered by the tablecloth when the participants were
moving them so that the participants could not see their hands or
joysticks when producing the required coordination patterns
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the kinesthetic only and kinesthetic plus vision conditions, so
that only the modality specific information from movements
would be different. This feedback was available during train-
ing but not during posttraining tests.

Training sessions

The training phase consists of 5 days of performing the target
relative phase of 90° with two sessions of 12 trials each day, so
a total of 120 trials. In each session, participants performed
four blocks of three trials. An 8-second-long demonstration
was provided at the beginning of each trial block. For the
visual+ group, the demonstration was a display of two dots
moving at a relative phase of 90°. Following this demonstra-
tion, three training trials were performed with visual informa-
tion and concurrent feedback; that is, when the participant
moved at 90° within an error bandwidth, the moving dots
turned from white to green. Participants were encouraged to
move to keep the dots green as long as possible during a trial.
For the kinesthetic group, the demonstration involved manual
guidance in which a coach passively moved the participant’s
hands on the joysticks to produce 90° while the participant’s
eyes were closed. The concurrent feedback provided in the
following three training trials was a single static dot in the
center of screen that changed color from white to green when
the participant actively moved the joysticks at 90° within an
error bandwidth. Similarly, participants were encouraged to
move to keep the static dot in green as long as possible in a
trial. The error bandwidth for the target-relative phase was set
to fade across sessions: ±30° in the first training session, ±25°
in the second, ±20° in the third, ±15° in the fourth, and ±10° in
the last.

Posttraining assessment

The posttraining assessment consisted of a posttest and a re-
tention test separated by a day; both were the same as the
baseline assessment, with motor performance of 90° being
tested both visually and kinesthetically.

Data analysis

The two position time series from each trial were filtered using
a low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz
and numerically differentiated to yield a velocity time series.
These were used to compute a time series of relative phase, the
key measure of coordination between the two joysticks.

Primary analysis

To assess coordination performance over the course of a trial,
we used a measure of proportion of time on task (PTT), which
is the proportion of time during a trial that the performed

relative phase falls within a +/− 20° window of the target
relative phase (e.g., 90°). We chose PTT as the primary mea-
sure because stability is not independent of mean relative
phase in human movement, and measures that simply assess
overall movement variability (e.g., the standard deviation of
mean relative phase or mean vector length) are confounded
with the actual relative phase produced. For instance, coordi-
nation stability at 90° can be artificially elevated if participants
spend time at other locations back and forth (e.g., 0° or 180°),
which they do, as these locations are natural attractors, being
more stable (see Wilson et al., 2010a, b, for an extended
analysis of this problem). PTT allows us to assess
within-trial stability. It is simply the proportion of the relative
phase time series that falls within the range of the target phase
+/− a tolerance (e.g., of 20°), thus summarizing the data of
interest (consistency and accuracy). This measure ranges from
0% to 100% and validly measures stability of coordination at
the required relative phase in a single trial. We averaged PTT,
for each participant, over the trials performed in a given con-
dition. Due to the similar performance demonstrated by par-
ticipants in posttest and retention (paired t-test showed no
difference, p > .05), we report the averaged PTTof the posttest
and retention sessions as Bposttest.^ We then performed a
mixed-design ANOVA on subjects’ mean PTTs with session
(baseline and posttest) as within-subjects factors, and age (20s
and 50s) and training modality (visual+ and kinesthetic) as
between-subjects factors. Significance levels were set at α =
.05, and ameasure of generalized effect size (η) were reported.

Secondary analysis

Previous studies examining coordination performance and
learning have used measures related to the relative phase such
as mean vector length and mean direction error. Snapp-Childs
et al. (2015) demonstrated that these measures could be diffi-
cult to interpret because these types of measures cannot be
used in isolation. The basic problem is that variability mea-
sures alone do not give any indication that participants are
performing the Bcorrect^ coordination pattern (i.e., 90°), while
mean error measures alone do not provide any information
about the consistency of performance. For instance, if the
performer spends similar amounts of time at 0° and at 180°,
then the mean can be 90° (which is not at all reflective of what
the performer is actually doing). However, to confirm the
findings from our primary measure (PTT), we performed sec-
ondary data analysis on the variables related to the relative
phase. For each participant, we first computed relative phase
distributions between 0° and 180° using 20° bins. Next, we
computed the mean direction error, which was simply the
absolute value of the mean direction subtracted from the target
phase (90°). We also computed the mean vector length or
uniformity (U; Fisher, 1993), which was then linearly
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transformed to be SDψ to quantify the variability of coordi-

nation performance: SDψ ¼ −2 logeUð Þ1=2 .

Results

Primary analysis

Baseline performance

First, we verified that the training groups were similar before
training with respect to their 90° performance. We found that
the performance of younger participants was better.
Otherwise, the training groups were the same in both condi-
tions. We performed a repeated-measures ANOVA with the
following factors and levels: age (20s vs. 50s) and training
modality (visual+ vs. kinesthetic) as between-subjects factors,
and testing modality (visual+ vs. kinesthetic) as a
within-subjects factor. The ANOVAyielded only a main effect
of age, F(1, 36) = 4.67, p = .04, η = .09.

Learning and improvement

Next, we examined the performance change that occurred
over training. The age difference found at baseline was pre-
served over training. Performance improved over sessions, so
participants of both ages learned to perform the new coordi-
nation. Participants trained with vision improved more than
participants trained only with kinesthesis. The changed PTT in
each session from baseline (PTTsession(i) – PTTbaseline) were
calculated for each participant. As revealed by the ANOVA
performed on those changed PTTs (treating age and training
modality as the between-subjects factors, and session as the
within-subjects factor), the two groups trained with vision
improved more than the two groups trained without, F(1,
18) = 4.54, p = .04, η = .20, and there was no age difference
in such improvement (p > .05).

To evaluate the amount of learning that occurred as a result
of training, we calculated improvement of performance from
baseline to posttest (ΔPTT = PTTposttest – PTTbaseline or learn-
ing scores), and examined them by testing modality and train-
ing modality as well as age (see Fig. 2). The retention condi-
tion are the ΔPTTs for the visual+ training group tested in
visual+ condition and the kinesthetic training group tested in
kinesthetic condition. The transfer condition are the ΔPTTs
for the kinesthetic training group tested in visual+ condition
and the visual+ training group tested in kinesthetic condition.
All participants exhibited greater learning when tested
posttraining in the retention condition. This result replicated
the previous Ren et al. (2015) study. However, there was an
interaction that reflected the fact that only the visual+ training
group exhibited a large drop in improvement of performance

when tested in the transfer condition, namely, kinesthetic con-
dition. The kinesthetic training group did not exhibit this drop
in the transfer condition.

We performed a three-way mixed-design ANOVA on
ΔPTTs with the following factors and levels: age (20s vs.
50s) and training modality (visual+ vs. kinesthetic) as the
between-subjects factors, and testing condition (retention vs.
transfer) as a within-subjects factor. There was a main effect of
testing condition, F(1, 36) = 5.66, p = .03, η = .06, and a
significant two-way interaction (training modality by testing
condition: F(1, 36) = 11.43, p = .002, η = .11. No other main
effects or interactions were significant (all ps > .05). When we
investigated the interaction further, we found that there was no
evidence of significant improvement for participants who had
trained with vision when tested without it (see Fig. 2b).

To test the level of learning, we performed a series of
paired-samples t tests on ΔPTTs to examine the difference
of improvement between the testing conditions separately
for each age group and training condition. (We tested the
age groups separately to be sure that this result was replicated
by those groups.) As revealed by the results, the groups
trained with vision exhibited significantly dropped learning
when tested without than with vision, t(1, 8) = 2.37, p = .04
for young; t(1, 8) = 2.63, p = .03 for old, which was not seen in

Fig. 2 Improvements (posttest – baseline) in proportion of time on task
for older (50-year-olds) and younger (20-year-olds) adults in retention
and transfer tests. a Participants trained to produce kinesthetic 90°. b
Participants trained to produce visual 90°
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groups trained with kinesthetic information, t(1, 8) = −.59, p =
.57 for young; t(1, 8) = −1.17, p = .28 for old. The kinesthetic
training yielded equivalent improvement for both ages in both
testing conditions.

Effect of prolonged practice

Finally, we tested the possible learning benefits from the
prolonged training in this study compared to the previous one
(Ren et al., 2015). We had hypothesized that the additional
training might enable younger participants, in particular, to
master the dual task, that is, to learn to perform the task using
both visual and kinesthetic information. The results failed to
support this hypothesis. To the contrary, the additional training
yielded a remarkable drop in the posttraining performance for
the visual+ training groupwhen tested in the kinesthetic condi-
tion (the transfer condition). The improved performance by
training dropped approximately from 20% to 5%, which we
found to be the case for both age groups (20- and 50-year-olds).

We performed a four-way mixed-design ANOVA on learn-
ing scores with the following factors and levels: study (origi-
nal training vs. double training), age (20s vs. 50s), and training
modality (visual+ vs. kinesthetic) as the between-subjects fac-
tors, and testing condition (retention vs. transfer) as a within-
subjects factor. There were main effects of age, F(1, 80) = 4.8,
p = .04, testing condition, F(1, 80) = 12.0, p < .001, a signif-
icant two-way interaction (training modality by testing condi-
tion: F(1, 80) = 15.2, p < .001, and a significant three-way
interaction (study by training modality by testing condition:
F(1, 80) = 5.4, p < .03. No other main effects or interactions
were significant (all ps > .05). To further examine the effect of
prolonged training, we pooled data for young (20s) and older
(50s) adults, and performed independent-samples t tests on
their improved performance between the previous (Ren
et al., 2015) and current studies for each training groups (vi-
sual+ vs. kinesthetic) separated by testing conditions (reten-
tion vs. transfer). As seen in Table 1, the only difference de-
tected was for the groups trained with visual information.
There was a significant drop of improvement in the current
study compared to the previous one, t(1, 42) = 2.51, p = .02.
Thus, the current study demonstrated that prolonged training
with visual information resulted in a complete reliance on the
visual information to produce the trained coordination pattern.

Additionally, the lack of a main effect for study indicated
that doubling the number of training trials failed to yield any
additional improvement in overall performance. In fact, most
participants in the current study reached an asymptote near the
end of training that was not seen in the previous study.
However, we did notice that both young and older participants
improved performance similarly during practice with extra
training, and those who trained with visual information im-
proved more.

Secondary analysis

To examine performance before and after training, we com-
puted relative phase distributions (relative phases between 0°
and 180° using 20° bins) by condition (kinesthetic 90°, visual
90°), age (20-year-olds, 50-year-olds), and separated by train-
ing group. As illustrated in Fig. 3 (younger adults) and Fig. 4
(older adults), when performing the kinesthetic 90° task at
baseline, as expected, a relative phase at or near 90° was not
consistently produced (see Figs. 3a and 4a). As shown in
Fig. 4a, the group of older adults that would subsequently be
trained using kinesthetic information only tended to spend
time at 0°, while the group of older adults that would be
trained using kinesthetic plus visual information tended to
spend time at 180°. This was merely an individual difference
between the groups that was, however, reflected in the pattern
of results for the mean direction at baseline. The groups of
younger adults exhibited a fairly similar pattern of results at
baseline. At posttest, however, the groups performed much
more similarly (see Figs. 3d and 4d) with the exception of
the visually trained participants, who failed to produce 90°
frequently in the kinesthetic 90° task (see Figs. 3c and 4c).

Next, we analyzed SDψ and mean direction error separately.
To do this, we performed four-way mixed-design analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with group (kinesthetic vs. visual+
training), and age (20-year-olds, 50-year-olds) as a between-
subjects factors, and condition (visual 90°, kinesthetic 90°)
and session (baseline, posttest) as within-subjects factors. For
SDψ at posttest, the analyses reveled only an effect of age, F(1,
36) = 7.38, p = .01, η = .08, and session, F(1, 36) = 20.38,
p < .001, η = .10. That is, younger adults outperformed older
adults and training improved performance (these results are
depicted in Fig. 5). These results alone would make it seem that
trainingmodality had a general effect on learning, however, this
is not a fair representation of the results.

Again, measures of consistency and accuracy must be tak-
en into account when evaluating success in learning 90°1;
stable but inaccurate performance can result from spending
time only at 0° (or 180°), while seemingly accurate but unsta-
ble performance can result from spending equal time at 0° and
180°. For mean direction error, the result was significant main
effects of age, F(1, 36) = 5.91, p = .02, η = .10, and session,
F(1, 36) = 22.84, p < .001, η = .07, as well as a Condition ×
Session interaction, F(1, 36) = 8.28, p = .006, η = .02, and a
Group × Condition × Session interaction, F(1, 36) = 4.35, p =
.04, η = .01. These results are pictured in Figs. 6a and b and
reflect that (1) younger adults outperform older adults, and (2)
for those trained with vision, at posttest, there was a negative
impact of removing vision, whereas there was minimal impact
for adding vision for those trained kinesthetically.

1 Or one could use a single, unambiguous measure, such as PTT, which takes
into account consistency and accuracy components of performance.
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Discussion

The goals of the current study were twofold. First, we inves-
tigated whether extended training would yield complete de-
pendence on use of visual information in skilled performance
of a learned 90° rhythmic coordination. If so, then this would
yield evidence that visual and kinesthetic information about
the coordination is modality specific, making simultaneous
use of both sources of information a more difficult dual task
and yielding a preference for using the single visual modality
to generate and control the coordinated movements. Second, if
we did indeed find such dependence, we investigated whether
older participants might be less dependent on the visual infor-
mation as a result of extended practice because they are more

experienced in performing the dual task entailed by the com-
bined visual and kinesthetic modality specific information.

We found that dependence of on vision to produce the
trained coordination did indeed become substantial, and this
occurred for both younger and older participants. When our
participants trained using only kinesthesis to learn to produce
the new bimanual coordination, then they learned to perform it
as well as participants who trained with the availability of
vision, and they performed equally well with the availability
of either kinesthesis alone or kinesthesis plus vision.
However, participants who trained using both vision and kin-
esthesis failed to demonstrate the improved ability to produce
the trained coordination when vision was made unavailable
and they were required to use only kinesthesis. Apparently,

Fig. 3 Relative phase distributions for younger adults (20-year-olds) at baseline and posttraining for the kinesthetic 90° and visual 90° tasks separated by
group: a kinesthetic 90° at baseline; b visual 90° at baseline; c kinesthetic 90° at posttest; d visual 90° at posttest

Table 1 Independent samples t test on the improved performance between OLD (Ren et al., 2015) and NEW (current) studies for each training groups
(visual vs. kinesthetic) separated by testing conditions (retention vs. transfer)

Comparison Group Condition Means t value p value

OLD vs NEW Visual Retention 0.15 ± 0.08 vs. 0.19 ± 0.15 t(1, 42) = −0.93 p = 0.36

Kinesthetic Retention 0.16 ± 0.15 vs. 0.13 ± 0.11 t(1, 42) = 0.74 p = 0.46

Visual Transfer 0.12 ± 0.07 vs. 0.05 ± 0.11 t(1, 42) = 2.51 p = 0.02

Kinesthetic Transfer 0.12 ± 0.15 vs. 0.16 ± 0.15 t(1, 42) = −0.78 p = 0.44

Data were pooled for young and old subjects
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during the extended training, attention was increasingly di-
rected to visual information so that the available kinesthetic
information was not learned.

The implication of these results is that the visual informa-
tion and the kinesthetic information used to perform rhythmic
coordinated movements are not the same. The information is
modality specific. This makes performance using both sources

of information a variety of dual task, something that is rather
difficult. The simultaneous availability of both forms of infor-
mation does not provide redundancy that would make perfor-
mance more stable. The result is that our participants, whether
young or old, prefer to use only the information available in a
single modality and the modality that is preferred in this case
is vision, presumably because the information is more salient.

The fact that kinesthetic information was not used when
available might be counterintuitive. There is a deep-seated
intuition that coordination involving two limbs (i.e., bimanual
coordination) is intrinsically body centric (kinesthetic). That
is, coordination is stable because it is rooted in the body sense.
An example of this comes from descriptions of bimanual co-
ordination in terms of homologous muscle groups rather than
spatially or visually. The spatial or visual orientations of the
oscillators can be altered without altering coordination stabil-
ity in a meaningful way. For example, if the two index fingers
are oscillating together at 0°, reversing the direction of one of
the limbs so that the spatially defined coordination becomes
180° does not affect coordination stability. Thus, it is kines-
thesis and the motor commands to homologous or heterolo-
gous muscles that appears to determine the stable modes. A
notable example of how important effective kinesthesis is

Fig. 4 Relative phase distributions for older adults (50-year-olds) at baseline and posttraining for the kinesthetic 90° and visual 90° tasks separated by
group: a kinesthetic 90° at baseline; b visual 90° at baseline; c kinesthetic 90° at posttest; d visual 90° at posttest

Fig. 5 SDψ by age and testing condition at baseline and post-training
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generally in the control of movement is described by Cole
(1995), a neurologist who provides an account of a patient
who lost kinesthesis from the neck down through loss of the
large fiber afferents. With this loss, the patient lost the ability
to coordinate and control all of his limb and trunk movements.
However, what is notable about this case is that Cole’s patient
regained motor skills by substituting vision for kinesthesis to
perceive and thus control and coordinate the ongoing evolu-
tion of his own movements. Unfortunately, when he subse-
quently experienced temporary loss of vision, he also lost the
ability to control and coordinate his movements.

Similarly, although less dramatically, providing visually sa-
lient information has been shown to override coordination dy-
namics based on intrinsic kinesthetic components of the dy-
namics. Specifically, a number of studies have demonstrated
that using Lissajous figures enables very rapid acquisition of
the ability to perform relative phase patterns (90°) that are ex-
tremely difficult to produce otherwise (Kovacs et al., 2010;
Kovacs& Shea, 2011;Wang, Kennedy, Boyle, & Shea, 2013).

The problem with using transformed visual information in
the form of Lissajous figures is that once it is removed, pro-
ducing the relative phase pattern of interest is no longer

possible (Kovacs et al., 2009). This result is similar to the
results of the current study except that the acquisition of the
ability to perform the 90° coordination using visual informa-
tion in the Lissajous figure is much more rapid. Presumably,
this is because that information is much more salient and easy
to discriminate, namely, drawing a circle. This is in contrast to
learning to discriminate the spatial–temporal syncopated pat-
terning of the 90° coordination.Wilson et al. (2010) found that
the ability to discriminate the latter well can be learned, but
this takes time and numerous training sessions. During the
perceptual training, participants performed a two-alternative
forced-choice task, namely, to discriminate which of two suc-
cessively viewed displays was 90° and which was not.
Feedback was provided informing participants whether each
of their judgments was correct. Once the perceptual pattern
was learned, the participants were able to motorically produce
the stable coordination. Learning to perform the coordination
by practicing the movements also required feedback
informing participants at each moment during performance
whether they were correctly producing 90° (Wilson et al.,
2010). Learning to perform the movements was found to also
yield learned ability to perceptually discriminate the coordi-
nation pattern. Kovacs and Shea (2011) found that they could
employ a Bfaded^ training regime in which the more salient
Lissajous information was only intermittently available, thus
strongly encouraging participants to attend to the normally
available syncopated kinesthetic pattern while producing it
successfully using, and thus co-attending to, the Lissajous
information. This is a dual task involving two forms of
modality-specific information: visual and kinesthetic. It is in-
deed rather surprising to find that a form of the dual task is
actually the naturally occurring and thus representative cir-
cumstance when both kinesthetic and visual information is
used to perform and learn bimanual rhythmic coordination.
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